THE LIFE  AND  TIMES
difference presently : serjeant Ko/le is a just man, and Mathew Hale is a good
man ; and so fell to make an end of his dinner. And there could not be a
better interpretation of this Text. For serjeant Rolle was just, but by nature
penurious ; and his wife made him worse : Mathew Hale was not only just,
but wonderfully Charitable and open handed, and did not sound a trumpet
neither, as the Hypocrites doe.
The same Serjeant figures in one of Aubrey's other stories. The
"Lady Helegave by her Will 800 poundsper annum to be layd out for Charitable
Uses and by the advice and prudence of Serjeant Maynard. He did order it
according to the best of his understanding, and yet he sayd that he ha^ lived to
see every one of these Benefactions abused. Mankind, even then, was apt to
treat a favour as a right, as the following unhappy tale shows only too
clearly. Madam Curtin, a good Fortune of 3000 pounds, daughter to Sir
William Curtin, the gnat Merchant, lately married her footman, who, not
long after marriage, hates her, getts her money, and ran away : a double
disaster for the poor lady, for even in those days servants were almost
as hard to come by as another fortune. The doyly concurse of Servants
out of the Country to London, makes Servants Wages dean in the Countrey,
and makes scarcity of Labourers, Aubrey complained angrily. Mr.
Fabian Philips affirmes to me that when he came first to London sc. 1619,
an ordinary seruant-mayds wages was but sixteen shillings per annum and now
tis $, or 4-pounds^per annum.
So unchanging are the troubles of the human race when looked
at by a contemporary, a fact which Aubrey recognised only too well.
Mr. William Prynne's advice to me for the reading of our English Historie,
he had recorded carefully, was to read the Authors, that wrote of their
owne Time. Unless we look at the past through its own eyes, we can
be hopelessly misled by the differences in emphasis. For the law of
perspective seems to work contrariwise down the centuries : the
figures grow larger as they walk away. But as Aubrey leads us amongst
his friends and we find bawdy verseswritten on Philip Sidney's famous
death, or see Sir Walter Raleigh discomfited at dinner by his son and
catch the poet Suckling cheating at cards, the heroic figures lose their
formal pose, and we see them once again as living men.
Aubrey's were the first biographies that did not point a moral;
in fact, they were really a record of his unselfconscious gossip with
his friends. For he would have agreed with Hazlitt, who liked " a
fHend the better for having faults that one can talk about," and he had>
like W. H. Mallock, "the very highest opinion of scandal. It is
founded on the most sacred of things—that is, Truth, and it is built
up by the most beautiful of things—that is, Imagination," But
Aubrey was so kind a man that his gossip rarely turned to scandal,
and his wit, in Disraeli's phrase, was excessively good-natured, and,
like champagne, not only sparkled, but was sweet. Will this not gve
offence ? Aubrey asked on more than one occasion, to be answered by
Anthony Wood: " Perhaps no." John Ray, however, offered more
detailed advice: " Whatever you may conceive may give Offence,
may by the wording of it be so softned and sweetned as to take off
the Edge of it, as Pills are gilded to make them less ungrateful."
In the letter which Aubrey attached to the Minutes of Lives, when
be fast sent them to Anthony Wood in 1680, he fully explained his
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